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Scope

• Background – how we got to the Tolerable Standard

• Reviewing the Tolerable Standard: the case for change

• A new Housing Standard for Scotland



“Standard of unfit for human habitation 

should be replaced by a clearer minimum 

tolerable standard”

Scotland’s Older Houses: the Report of the 

Scottish Housing Advisory Committee sub-

committee on Unfit Housing (1967) 



Tolerable Standard - 1969
= Basic standard of habitability for >50 years



Why Condition Matters

• Most of the houses we use now we will need to use in the future

• Recognised health benefits of a warm, comfortable home

• Leaky or soggy = harder to heat (even if we don’t measure it that 

way)

• Disrepair can be an obstacle to energy improvements

• Looking after your building is the basis of co-operation in 

tenements

• Better for people to live in better homes



Common Housing Quality Standard 

Forum Report (2016)

• For people to live in warm, high quality, low carbon homes, 

action is necessary to improve the physical condition of housing 

in Scotland 

• Some kinds of disrepair can make it harder to meet targets for 

fuel poverty and climate change because they prevent or reduce 

the value of energy efficiency improvements 

• Proposed harmonisation of standards (including fire alarms) and 

a review of the Tolerable Standard

https://www.gov.scot/publications/common-housing-quality-standard-topic-papers/

https://www.gov.scot/publications/common-housing-quality-standard-topic-papers/


Cross-Party Working Group (2019)

https://www.befs.org.uk/policy-topics/buildings-maintenance-2/

Recommended: 

• five-yearly inspections 

• sinking funds 

• mandatory owner associations

Scottish Law Commission law reform project

https://www.befs.org.uk/policy-topics/buildings-maintenance-2/


Tolerable Standard Group (2020)

Recommendations:

• We need a new standard reflecting minimum expectations for 

modern, decent and safe housing

• Piecemeal changes to the standard are unhelpful

• Useful to distinguish elements that are essential to habitability 

from elements that need a risk-based approach

• Revised guidance with better links to other policy areas

https://www.gov.scot/publications/tolerable-standard-group-recommendations/

https://www.gov.scot/publications/tolerable-standard-group-recommendations/


Climate Change

• Securing a Green Recovery on a Path to Net Zero and Heat 

in Buildings Strategy: Achieving Net Zero Emissions

• Heat in buildings accounts for 20% of Scotland’s greenhouse 

gas emissions

• Transition to zero emissions heat will change how we heat 

over 2 million homes by 2045 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/securing-green-recovery-path-net-zero-update-climate-change-plan-20182032/

https://www.gov.scot/publications/heat-buildings-strategy-achieving-net-zero-emissions-scotlands-buildings-

consultation/pages/3/

https://www.gov.scot/publications/securing-green-recovery-path-net-zero-update-climate-change-plan-20182032/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/heat-buildings-strategy-achieving-net-zero-emissions-scotlands-buildings-consultation/pages/3/


A virtuous circle?

Fabric 
First

Lower Energy 
Consumption

Lower Carbon 
Emissions

Less Fuel 
Poverty

Better care 
for buildings



Housing to 2040: 

A New Housing Standard for Scotland

• “We will develop a new Housing Standard, that will cover all new 

or existing homes, with no ‘acceptable levels’ of sub-standard 

homes in urban, rural or island communities, deprived 

communities or in tenements”

• A clear minimum standard setting out what people are entitled to 

expect, and what they are expected to do, so that everybody 

living in Scotland can have a warm, comfortable and safe place to 

live

Housing to 2040: https://www.gov.scot/publications/housing-2040-2/

https://www.gov.scot/publications/housing-2040-2/


A New Housing Standard for Scotland

• Beyond traditional “fitness for human habitation” to deliver 

housing as a human right and homes that underpin health and 

wellbeing

• We will also consider digital connectivity to see how it can be 

made available in all homes, no matter what tenure

• We will also consult on a new Scottish Accessible Homes 

Standard to future-proof new homes for lifelong accessibility



Beyond the Tolerable Standard

Tolerable Standard (1969)

(+ additional standards in rented sector)

A New Housing Standard for Scotland

(Bill in 2024/25)

Substandard housing is a public nuisance Good quality housing is a human right

Applies to buildings, so excludes mobile homes Comprehensive: covering all homes, all tenures

Very limited provision for energy efficiency Aligned with the Heat in Buildings Strategy

Local Authority powers to enforce works 

(in practice enforcement uncertain)

Clear responsibilities for owners and a power to 

close houses

Gaps in enforcement, especially in agricultural 

tenancies

No exceptions: everybody is covered



Help to Improve

• New targeted support for repairs and improvements, to 

mitigate unintended consequences for least able to pay

• Will provide support across all areas of Scotland for 

homeowners and landlords

• In place by the time the Standard is introduced from 2025

• Aligned with support for energy efficiency & zero emissions 

heating

• Review - current support for repairs, eg equity funding, Green 

Heat Finance Taskforce



Next steps

• Initial consultation on the principles of a 

new standard

• Further consultation on draft Standard 

in 2023

• Progress legislation in 2024/25

• Phased introduction 2025 to 2030
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